Hello,
I’m pro gun ownership and I believe these bills are logical. The CCDL, NRA and special interests are missing a great PR opportunity here, that anyone who is a responsible gun owner should applaud laws like these that encourage best practices in storage.

“Well regulated” is literally in the 2nd Amendment, and I’m tired of loud gun lobby groups acting as if they speak for me when they oppose every single law no matter how common sense it is. I’m here to say there’s a lot of people like me who don’t stand with the NRA, do believe in the 2A and do support these laws.

Despite the fact that guns (like many other hobbies) are dangerous, consenting adults should be able to do what they wish as long as it doesn’t endanger others. These bills address some of the areas where gun owners have endangered others, and sadly without laws to create some penalty we will just keep having incidents like Ethan Song. Beside the utter heartbreak for his parents, frankly I’m embarrassed to be associated with such an irresponsible gun owner. I’m outraged that such negligence will face no jail time, no charges, no penalty. This must change.

Sarah Ficca